Introduction.
Let C and D be the closed unit circle and the closed unit disc in the complex plane. Let A be the sup-norm Banach algebra of complex-valued functions continuous on D which are analytic in the interior of D; X is Lebesgue measure on C. A function/ is in H" if it is bounded and analytic on the interior of D; such a function has boundary values almost everywhere on C defined by f(eix) -limr^if(reix). The following result has been announced by J.-P.
Kahane:
Theorem. If {g": m = 1, 2, • • • } is a sequence in L1(dK) such that L(f) -limffgnd\ exists for all f in H", then there is a g in L1(dK) such that L(f) = / fgdK for all f in A and every weak * cluster point p. of the measures pn, where dp.n = gnd\, is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure (ju<<CX).
This theorem implies the classical theorem of F. and M. Riesz on analytic measures, for suppose p. is a measure on C and / e{ntdp. and lim /fandX = f fdhf dp for all/ in Hx.
Kahane's argument is based on the fact that every closed subset E of C with zero Lebesgue measure is a peak set for the algebra A, that is, there is an element/ of A such that/(£) = 1 and \/(x) | < 1 for all x in C\E. This fact follows from the F. and M. Riesz theorem on the circle. Since Kahane's theorem is equivalent to the F. and M. Riesz theorem on the circle, we call it a sequential F. and M. Riesz theorem. We intend to show that whenever there is a general F. and M. Riesz theorem there is also a sequential version.
Definitions.
A is a compact Hausdorff space; C(X) the usual Banach space of all continuous, complex-valued functions on X with the supremum norm; M(X) is the class of all finite, complex, regular Borel measures on X, the dual of C(X). For a subspace 5 of C(X), Sĩ s the set of all p. in M(X) such that //dp. = 0 for all/ in S. that F=rVi£,-= n;ii £»</>, X\F=Uy"_1 (E.tf_I>\E"(0) and that the sets in this union are pairwise disjoint.
Suppose q is in the set £n(*)\£n<A+i). Then q is in flfciEnw+i, and in r)y°Li;+1A'\£"cy). Therefore: 
